Fabric parts

D7 Charcoal dark grey

J2 COM fabric

AS Sycamore

VP Platinum grey

J3 Mirage fabric

RV Oak

C7 Calce white

J4 Revive 1 fabric

NK Striped canaletto walnut

KS Soft black

J5 Chip fabric

5R Heat-treated oak

Double workstation, sit stand,
suitable for informal
meetings and coworking.
2’-51/2” 75

Painted parts

RV b White oak

1’-53/4” 45

Wooden parts

J6 File Fabric
Accessories parts
KS Soft black

J7 Note fabric

4’-105/8” 149
5’-61/8” 168

Laminate parts
J8 Remix 2 fabric

Double workstation, sit stand,
with central acoustic and visual screen.

2’-51/2” 75

J9 Sole fabric

1’-33/4” 40

GP Platinum grey laminate

C7 Calce white

1’-33/4” 40

S4 White laminate

2’-71/2” 80

Colors and finishing

Double workstation, sit stand,
with screen and a pull-out side cabinet
with storage compartments and
personal spaces.
2’-53/8” 74,5

2’-53/8” 74,5

5’-61/8” 168

Double workstation, sit stand,
with screen. The system can have an
integrated open cabinet storage.
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1’-75/8” 50

4’-11/4” 125

2’-51/2” 75
1’-41/8” 41

2’-71/2” 80

1’-41/8” 41

1 1/ 8” 3

1’-41/8” 41

1’-41/8” 41
4’-11” 150

4’-11” 150

4’-11/4” 125

2’-15/8” 65

10’-55/8” 319

1’-91/8” 53,5

Ideal for private offices and open plan, Signum
includes sit/stand desks and benches, a wide variety
of storage components, and integrated soft seating.
Designed to the last detail, even the organization
of the system’s drawers was carefully considered to
provide a place for users’ work tools, electronics,
and personal accessories.
Tried and tested, Signum is now being introduced
to the world as the sign of understated elegance that
will withstand the test of time and trend.

be located at either the side or the back of the desk.
The central element is connected to the lateral
panels covered in technical fabric and is closed off
at the top with a cover with the same characteristics
as the table. Enhanced by extra-thick straight
edges and an exclusive finish in streaked black
walnut, the desktop is supported by a metal
understructure connected to the electrical heightadjustment mechanism that allows the user to adjust
the sit/stand height from 65 to 125 cm. The facing
workstations are separated by sound-insulating divider
panels with metal structure and technical fabric cover.
Each desk is equipped with a drawer pedestal
In painted wood with front panels in black walnut.
The series is completed by a cabinet, in natural wood
with technical fabric finish and a two-seater sofa.
Conceived for large open spaces and informal
meetings, these two pieces of furniture can be easily
positioned in the center of the spaces. The back of
the sofa can in fact be equipped with a bookcases
with adjustable shelves that can be closed or exposed.

2’-7 /2” 80

Signum was originally conceived for a bespoke
private equity firm, where the furniture needed
to transition seamlessly into the architecture to
create an integrated, highly tailored look.
Offering the appearance of custom millwork without
the associated cost and complexity, Signum uses
materials in a layered fashion to create dimension
within the system and visual interest within
the space. Designers can select from a virtually
endless palette of wood grains, laminates, fabrics,
leathers, metals, and glass to respond to most
any vision and budget.

The system features elegant, height-adjustable
workstations, cabinets, sofas and storage units.
The series is designed to provide upper-level
staff and professionals with workspaces defined
by high-end quality standards, for large open space
areas, informal meetings and private offices.
Characterized by the use of selected materials,
refined structural details, and a carefully studied
combinations of finishes and colors, these
workstations offer advanced functional solutions
together with rigorously designed forms and
restrained and elegant appearance, in which
technology is ever present but never intrusive.
The components of the system permit a number
of linear and facing configurations in and are
available in a wide range of sizes.
The loadbearing structure of the workstations, in
wood, consists of a central element with incorporated
cable raceway which is easily accessible and
also contains the devices that control the height
adjustment of the work surface. This mechanism can

5’-61/8” 168

Signum
System of height-adjustable
open-space professional workstations
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